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THIS PROJECT WAS PRIgARILY CONCERNED WITH DEVELOPING A
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL
PROGRAM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. A SECOND OBJECTIVE WAS
TO TRANSLATE THE THEORETICAL RATIONALE INTO AN OPERATIONAL
PROGRAM INVOLVING THE COLLABORATION OF A NUMBER OF POTENTIAL
CENTERS'INTO A PROGRAM OF RESEARCH, TRAINING, AND CURRICULUM
AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, WITH PRIMARY EMPHASIS ON CHILDREN UP
TO PRIMARY SCHOOL AGE. TO ACHIEVE THIS END, VARIOUS MEETINGS
WERE HELD. IHE SINGLE MOST COMPLEX PROBLEM THAT AROSE DURING
THESE MEETINGS WAS TOE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ACCEPTABLE AND
WORKABLE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE. ONE TENTATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE, HOWEVER, DID RECEIVE SERIOUS
CONSIDERAMN AND WAS GRAPHICALLY SHOWN IN THE REPORT.
APPENDED TO THE REPORf WAS A DRAFT PROP-41AL FOR ESTABLISHING
A NATIONAL LABORATORY IN EARLY EDUCATION. OD)
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INTRODUCTION

For the past few Keats, there has been a rapidly growing

interest in the education o: young children. The research of

Gray and Klaus (1965), and tine theoretical analyses of Hunt
(1960, pant to the extraordinary potential of early education,
and, indeed, the importance of early sttmulation in assuring

adequate development. Recent technological advances have
generated social pressures, and these pressures, along with

growing demands of the socially disadvantaged, have led to the

realization that our present educational system should be
supplemented by carefully developed early intervention programs.
The enormous increase in the number of children enrolled in
presbbool programs has sharpened the need for assessment of these

programs and adaptation of traditional educational institutions

to this new development.

At present, however, although, more and more people are

responding to the notion that training at the early childhood
level (ages 2 to 7) is desirable, there is very little agreement
on the specific kinds of intervention needed for various groups

of young learners. This lack of consensus reflects the fact
that there is no basic theory of child-rearing, or of teaching

per se. Moreover, there Le a dearth of the kind of research

that provides answers to fundamental educational questions
pertaining to the young.

The pressing need for research and development in early
education-ffrom very basic theoretical research to the development

and evaluation of teaching programs--is not now being adequately

met. Of course, several of the Research and Development Centers
funded by the U.S. Office of Education, certain of the proposed

regional laboratories (as.well as many individual projects),
and the Office of Economic Opportunity have mounted large-scale

effort in the field. However, a nation-wide, carefully planned
and coordinated program of research and development is called
for if the varied and mammoth problems are to be resolved
satisfactorily soon.

The inoreased demands for early childhood education prograos
has aeverely taxed both the physical and professional resourceo

of the nation. As more preschool program emerge a greater
proportion of teachers will %lace:sully Is untrained. There

will be similar demands for social workers, administrators:,
and other personnel involved in preschool education.

Because of the magnitude of the need, the U.SeOffice of

Education requested advice; specifically, exploration of tho
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possibilities of establishing a nation-wide system of centers
focused on early childhood education. This suggestion was based
on the following assumptions: (1) the needs of the field are
such that they can be met only by a large-scale across -the-
board attack; (2) the needs cannot be set by a single institution
or a single region; (3) the structure of a nationally focused
program would permit universities and other institutions to
continue to overate with a high degree of independence and yet
would enure minimum duplication and Mal= coordination of
effort; (4) the program, as authorized by the Cooperative Research
Act (P.L.83-531) and amended by Title IV of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-10), provides an
adequate means to plan and to fund on a long-term basis.

As an outgrowth of this request s meeting was held in Los
Angeles on December 9 and 10, 1965 to consider the desirability,
feasibility and possible organization of a nation-wide system
of laboratories focused on Cie education of young children. The
following people, serving as the basic planning group, were present:

Dr. John Goodlad, UCLA (Chairman)
Dr. Susan Gray, George Peebody University

Robert Hess, University of Chicago
Dr. Marie Hughes, University of Aritons
Dr. Harry Levin, Cornell University -

Dr. Ralph Tyler, Center for Advanced Studies
Dr. Joseph Margolin and
Dr. Joanna Williams represented the Office of

Education

A second meting was held an January 15 and 16 in Ntw
Orleans. In addition to the people listed above, the following
people attended as consultants. They represented certain of
the currently most visible research centers in Oe field:

Dr. Alfred Heidwina Nes York University
Dr. Clara Baldwin, Nee York University
Dr. Martin Deutsch,' New York Medical College
Dr. Richard Elliot, New York Medical College
Dr. John Harding, .Cornell University
Dr. Samosa Kirk, University of Illinois
Dr. Shirley Moore, University of Minnesota
Dr. Pauline Sears, Stanford University
Dr. Sheldon White, Harvard University

A third seating less held on February 19 and 20 in Chicago,
attended by the members of the original panel and seven others,
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who represented different regions of the country. They were

invited with the idea. that they might pn"4h17 assume the
leadership for assembling the resources in their region for

the Program. These were:

Dr. Nary IL Coleman, University of Pennsylvania
Dr. Louis Levine, San Francisco State College

Utállawsmh Maimpftet. 01..14.Am Ois4Attairom4tts,
Mao arabahazoomosa-iwinagrop nwimmy wilowww

Dr. William Meyer, Syracuse University
Dr. Shirley Moore, University of Mumma
Miss June Patterson, UCLA
Dr. Burton White, Harvard University

On the basis of these meetings, the planning COMMitte0
formulated the following generalised conceptual model for a

proposed National Program in Ecirly Education.

for Purpoee and Focus of the Provem

The %Raj Or purpfme 111 to organize and develop a ;Dula-discip-
linary and multi-functional nation-wide system of laboratories
and institutes focused on early childhood education. The

primary emphasis is to be on children up to primary school age,
Two major arguments for this position ar advanced. Firsts,

because the establisehd public school system does not concern
itself with this age group, there are few traditions and, con-
sequently, unique opportunities to explore new paths. Second,

many of the educational seeds of older children will be taken

care of through other programs now being funded and launched,

whereas there is now little prospect of a broad, researeh=based
attack on the educational problems of the very young. The
system of laboratories proposed here should concern itself,
of course, with some studies and programs extending into the
primary school years, for the problems of transition and
articulation between preschool training and the established
educational patterns of the public school system are major ones.

EmalutAnelt...m.

The laboratory will conduct research, development, and
training of early childhood education specialists. Diversity
of programs is especially essential in a focused program of
national scope, for the several constituent Centers may have
quite different interests and needs. A. nationally-coordinated
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systal sveh au oaa proper:ad hero can address iteulf nicely
to certain genc.ral issues that have woused a great 4ea1 of concern:
(1) ne ion.; laz batmen twearch end its tit/Ai:nation, with the
consequence that C.eciSion-mahing in sec Ication does not involva
adequate cOn3idczation of r.e.see.rch fit lings; (2) the lack of cdequate
conzunica!,:ion. rnona researchers, often loading try duplication of
effort and relatively fe-a curutative effecto; (3) the lack of
comma:cat/oft aior4 rtesearCh laboratories, edv, ,tionr1 ir.stitutions,
and ex., e.sarvinity as a uhole.

Vol- the above' masons, the stroai,th of the laboratory rat-
work shoal depend on the development zed maintenance of the following
activities: tcsearch on the lemming recesses of young
childen cal the effectiveneus of various teactu.ng procedures;
(2.) rho euperit:ental developrevt, Lrirt sad ro.7.1.1eat.:on of eurtptions1
proarx s; (3) t:-.4e 3:,:udy of it~; :roved pi avration of teachers for
young t:hildres.., (4) the atuuy and imprz3vement a!! procedures for
prepe.inty ref...ex/rah I:col:kers and Icade7eE u p percoanel; (5) the
disserar-Itioa cf research findings au*c results of teed
proceduves, end the naintenanee of effactive communication among
reseschars and practitioanrs (iaclucBag the organisation of
consultation sell:vices to asslot schools in implemsutins educational
i.tvrovc7..e.nts developed through researc4.

o.cthe ProArar.i

Prior to June 1, 1)66, the organi3ational stractu.re had
not yet been established precisely. Vat following tentative
procedures had been specified:

Garktral Alzm !Till provide the coordinailion ;.or the
network. This agency (I) comrdinate the research program;
establish and oi.erate u progrid cleuriag house )'.or information
storage and teetrieval; and 0, establiah a data bank.

The director of each of the aeveral con-pont:at Centers would
serve on a .Staperilv..9.22....mi.t.tett with the responsibility for
forntlating plans for the research, training, arA development
activities of the Prograns. 'ruts group will serve as the scientific
planning panel which will make coativ-ing recomendations
concerning the activities of the system. The membership of this
CaMoap might enpand to include other ex:.:4arts in the field of
early childhood.

-4-
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Dire,lcor of the National Cow:dincting Center would

esti= responsibility for all the seevice functions of the

csency, re:?..szt on the work oT: oae Pro;ralsA, and make

recommudation:: as to itn act:xities to a Board of

pirectorp Oolfcy and plAnniaf; voup). This Boardw ill engage

iu continuing :;:ev:1:1 of the 'J.:rearm a; make recomc:adations

directly to t'ao 32fiee of Education.

M a result of the several ueetiags involving the originel

Pianning Cazzaif:tee zllid wsprezeutativc:7 from 4use.4f.iit.Inal,t

el:pressing interest the Notional Rxgram, a conceptualization

o: tfae Exogra, es well as several spcific operational

guidelines, be an to emerge. At this time the original

rimming Commiatee felt that funds we:m needed for tie period

Nue 1 - l5, 1956 to conduc: tha ilecessary. plcuninz

for the e=b1:.shnent ad full initia:iou of the Program.

The objer:ttc7es. as stated in rhe init al proposal, relre as

gollows:

1. Prepare a ftaal, detailed proposal regarding the work

and organization of the Program. Thi:: includes coordinating

all proposals submitted by the coviponent Centers and integrating

than tato a cohesivo unit. Thig doctrent will include a

discussion of the specific substantive areas on:which the Program

will concentrate, at a description of how this Program will

relate to ethu federal programs in early childhood education;

(2) identification of a Director for the Hationat ftogram, who

will asstue duties cad responsibilities as soon as possible;

(3) planniug amd conducting additiemt.. meetings of the

oziginsl Plamling cite for the plrpose of reviewing the

several comno=uts of the proposal; 0) plennirg and cow:Wail:3

a meeting in July conpriced ortle nanning Contnitteo,

represent:W.:iv= fr= interested uniu,Lmities anti colleges, and

rapresentaavei.: fruit the Uniced Statn) Mice of nducation.

Thie meetine;urgs tentatively cut for ::acne Says betwaen July G

cud 10.

DT% William J. Myer of,Syracune Univemity was asked by

Dr. John Goodlad, en behalf of the cr:ainal Kenning Committee,

to assume the position of Szecutivat Secretary with the

.eopmsibility for tuplementing the objectives of the proposal.

Veyer accepted the invitation and met with tom. John Cocdlad

to Ihicago, Illinois, ou March 23, 1966, co discuss the

objattives end prior planning 1.or the National Canter. gam

remetder of thin report will describe Dr. Neyer`s activities

in cowocticrauith Projeatae. 6-2937.



Coordination of Center Proposals

Shortly after June 1, 1966, ^Le Executive Secretary
received copies of nine proposalt. for regional centers from
the following institutions: Cornell University, University of
Chicago, Wayne State University, Syracuse University, University
of Minnesota, University of Arizona, San Francisco State
College, University of California at Los.Angeles and George
Peabody University. Two additional proposals were received
from Harvard University and the University of Pennsylvania, but
these were mostly statements of intent. These documents were

examined for the following purposes:

1. To obtain a general impression of the proposed budgets

necessary for each Center. This information was collated and

a Summary Statement prepared.

2. The proposals were examined to determine overlapping
of activities among the proposed Centers. Thisanalysis
permitted an estimation of which Centers might profitably, and
readily, collaborate !It their efforts by interchanging data and
providing subjects for meaningful replication of experiments.
At this point in the development of the National Program, it

was not generally known among the eleven institutions submitting
proposals that intercenter collaboration would play a key role
in the National Laboratory. The Executive Secretary felt that

it was important chat this information be communicated and he

further felt that his office should provide suggestions to

each of the Centers as to where they would most likely find

activities at other Centers related to their own.

3. Each proposal was examined to determine the scope of

activities proposed for the Center. Again, at this Mae, it
was not generally known that each Center was expected to include

at least two of the following three activities: research,
training, and curriculum and program development. The Executive

Secretary and his staff attempted to evaluate the potential

strength of each of the nine institutions in terms of where they

might profitably focus their efforts.

4. Finally, each propooal was examined in terms of

organisation, degree to which research and other activities
were descrtbed in detail, the degree to which the research

and other activities were consistent with the objectives of

the National Program, and finally in terms of specific issues

raised in each of the proposals.

-6-
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Concurrent with these activities, the Executive Secretary
began outlining the statement of the concept and objectives

of the National Program (See next Section).

In view of the extreme time pressures, and other considera-
tions, the original Planning Committee felt that communications
with the institutions that had expressed interest in the
National Program had been poor. It was their recommendation
that the Exetutive Setretary visit with each of these institu-
tions in person at which time he would describe present plans,
his role in the Natiamdymumi, and his thinking about the
objectives of the National Program. At the same time, it was
felt that his reactions to the individual proposals could be
given with whatever recommendations were to be made. Thus,

with the exception of George Peabody University, Harvard
University, and the University,fof Pennsylvania, all of.the
interested institutions were visited. In general, the results
of these meetings were highly productive and the notion of
intercenter collaboration was well accepted. It should also
be noted that on the basis of these meetings, two institutions
decided that they were not yet teak to submit a formal
proposal for funding. Sometime after the completion of these
visits, the Executive Secretary was made aware of the interest
of New York University in becoming part of the National, Program.
He received a proposal from this institution which was evaluated
in exactly the same terms as those from the other instutions.
Sincet was too late for him to make a personal visit, he did
initiate a rather lengthy phone call describing the objectives
of the National Program and making recommendations as to
modifications in their proposal.

Shortly after the deadline of June 20 for submitting
proposals, all those interested in the National Program received
an invitation for a General Meeting at the Office of Education
on July 9 and 10, 1966. The results of that meeting are
described in a subsequent Section.

The National Promo inatalLaildhood Education

During the month of June, the Executive Secretary prepared
a document describing the theoretical and conceptual rationale
for the establishment of a National Program in Early Childhood
Education. 'This document further describes the objectives of

..7..
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the National Program as well as reconmendations for operation-
ally realizing the proposed objectives. (The proposal
submitted to the Vatted States Office of Education for approval
is 4ttached to this Final Report as Appendix A). A rough

draft was develor;ad and submitted to the original Panning
Coactittee 'as well. as those individuals representing the

institutions that had submitted proposals for a Center. At
the July 9 end 10 meetings in. Washington, D.C., this statement
Wes tiVrautted by the:entire group present. Reco-Trurendattuone

for modiff,cations were noted and incorporated in the final document.

This document now stands as a statement of the commitment
of thy, National Program as well as the comatitment-of each of

the Centers constituting the entire National Program. Institutions

interested in becoming part of the National Program should be
familiar, with this document prior to preparing a proposal
(copies can be secured from the Bureau of Research, the United
States Office of Education, Washington, D.C.).

The .-102 1966 Meeting,

The following individuals along with their institutional
representation were present at the meeting in Washington:
Robert liseei University of Chicago; William J. Meyer, Syracuse
University; Mary Ford, Cornell University; Leon Goldstein,
Key York University; Marie,Hnghes, University of Arizona;
LOVIIII Levine, San Francisco State College; Shirley Moore,
University of Minnesota; Burton White, Harvard University;
Robert Kindred, University of California at Los Angeles;
Joanne Williams, University of Pennsylvania, James Miller,
George Peabody University; Joan Schwartz, U.S. Office of Education;
Virginia BAiney, Office of Economic Opporkunity; Howard Hjelm,
U.S. Office of Education; Harr/ Levin, Cornell University; John
Goodlad, University of California at Los Angeles. The initial.

session was chaired by Harry Levin until the arrival of John
Goodlad, who then assumed the role of Chairman for the meeting.

The purpose of the :meting was to define in more specific

terms the concept of intarcenter collaboration and to further
explore the administrative organization of the National Center.

A considerable amount of time was spent in having
representative* from each of the institutions describe their main
activities tad interest'. Although no commitments were made,.

it beess* clear from thistle presentations that ready collaboribion
was possible 'among several of the possible Centers. It was not

feasible, of course, to make may firm conuftments 6turing this

oeeting since no final action had been taken by the U.S. Office
of Education with respect to funding any of the Centers. It

-8-
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was felt that as soon as those decisions had been made, the
Director of the National. Center would immediately bring
together the Directors of the approved Centers for a more
detailed exploration and possible commitment of specific
intercenter collaborative activities.

The second major point of discussion centered on the

activities of the National Center and the administrative
relationship of the National Center to each of the proposed

Research and Development Centers. There was general agreement

that one of the primary activities of the National Center would

be that of dissemination of research findings as well as the

outcomes of program development activities. The possibility of

establishing data banks and using such retrieval system as

ERIC were suggested. The National Center would also, iit
collaboration with an appointed Advisory Council, make decisions

concerning future directions of the National Program. This

would be accomplished by funding new Centers, developing
,..other sources of funds, such as private foundations, and by

phasing out of existing Centers. There was some feeling
,expressed during the meeting that the National Center should
have a research capability of its own.

Toward the end of the meeting Dr. Hjelm re-emphasised ithe
fact that each of the Centers would be treated individually
in terms of funding. Ee explained that every Center would be
site visited by a group of individuals designated by his office
and that each Center would be reviewed as an individual entity.

Subsequent to the General Meeting, s meeting of the
Executive Committee comprised of the original Y./ Aiming Committee

convened for a period of three hours on July 10. The sole
purpose of this meeting was to make more specific the

administrative organization of the National Program in Early

Childhood Education. The administrative structure receiving
the most serious consideration is graphically shown in Figure I.

-9-
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Um Committee felt dot f4o first step in establimides

hayNational Progrm should he appointee,* ef me Advisoty
Council. There ewe jellerld, i that the Advinny
Council should consist of se than twelve yomple, with
three individaels from eseh,pt the tellaming anus time
social satemoes, presoheol adeastiere, mad Is gamut team,
the business world. The Advisory faustil weld am% in
effect, as * Saud of Olinmetermi to a moseptefit argenisatioG
shish would be legally established in me of the fifth motes.)
The Advisory Commit weld attempt to provide dinettes
to the Iktlamal Program ad would serve es a sammileg bead
for resemendations from the Direster of the listless& Cantor.
The Ca mden. provided the MOO of several intivideale
from eaeb of the Owed areas who eight be esseidered
for appointees*. Although the establishment of a nme
profit orgenisatiam was morally agreed aim by the

Cenaittes, it me also pointed eat by Dr. Sward Melo
that ether nottprofit instituting, awls as a molversity
Or teneards capnlastion, id4ght 400 be suitable for herring
the National Center.

The Director of the Naticael Cotter would have &trout
respuneibility to the Advisory Counell and woJld tandem
t oollateratios with the Steering Comnittee. -Ise bireettor
would be appointed by the faults; agency in collaboration
with the Advisory Cbuncil. In addition to dowels)** a prop
gram of intonation retrieval and dissemination, as well as
administering the activities of the Centers, or/ Wally inter.
*enter eollaberative efforts, the liirector would have VIISIMISSA)
bility for reammending funding and oestinuatioe of funding
to the advisory Council. It. sea made explicitly sleet, bissivais
that ell declaims emeerning future funding and amtinued support
of mgoiag Casten would be made by the primary funding agency;
nomely, the Vatted States Wass of Iducation.

The Steering Camittm would provide the Diameter with
dinettes for the &tare devolopeent of the National laboratary.
The Stewing Committam would ales he in a putties to rowed to
reemmisefictione from the Advisory Commell andior is Director.

U.



Activities Subseisiata,.K.L.Jtj22.. 10, 1.966 Merl%

At the ter:I:nation of the July meeting at the
United States Office of gdi.:cation each of the
representatives from interosted institutions 'mew
advised co adke raviGions in their propcsals
and suinnit 30 copies If thew directly to tate Milted
states Office of Education by July 20, 1966. The
'iLiecuttve Secret:x:1t was intructful to rethse ilia
stet ezent for the tiational Laboratory and submit
100 copies of it a* tat. Ileted States °Mee of EC.1,c;:.4
tion by July 20, 1966, The designed revisions wore
=Ade ruld the remised statezent was received in
Washington on the designated date.

/hiring the re::lainder of the month of July and
tbzoughout the watts of Ansust, the raecutive
Secretary served e.s a focal point for receiving =I
disseminating information con^..erning the National
Proven. Re was in frequeLt communication with
representatives from the United States °Moe of
liducation especially in terms decisions concerning
the eppoistment of si Director of the Usti onel Center
and with other organ:Atratioual matters. Each =ober
of the original Planning Cc ti was consistently
inforned of events as theet:;: transpired end thoir
reactions, in terry 'mire =fleeted in teeormaudatittos
wade to the United States Lifice of Sducation. For
some fouv weeks prior to tte termination of this
project, the arzemitive Secretary met with five of
the lumbers of the Planning Committee at places
'end times convenient to thca. The sole intent of
these meetings was to explore in detail the nodifi-
catioas for comproosioes thct cuts peroon would be
willing try make in order to enpodite the formation
of the Ad4cory Council and the appointment of a
Director of the National Center. eras clear
outcome of these asetings was the 'feeling that the Planning

.111.11.1.1VI.PAFIPI.F.P.R.M..IMM11..1111.111.01.



Committee needed to VOCCllent at the United States Office of
Iducation to discuss various alternatives wad strategies in the
establishment of the Notional Promo. tile moieties was held
after the termination of this :rant.

imen.M.Seelisqffis
Ibis project was primarily congaed with developing a

theoretical rationale for the est* Lament of a National
Program in Newly Childhood Iductaivn. A second objective was
to translate this theoretical Otiose's into an operational
program involving the coligboration of &number of potential
Centers into& meaningfulIod viable program of tessera
training, and curriculum and program development. Perhaps
the single most complex psalm that arose during the tenure of
this project is the establishment of an acceptable and
workable aftinstrative structure. Clearly, this is the
first time that &group of social scientists have attempted to
coordinate their resource* and efforts into abroad collaborative
attack on a major problem. Although, thereirasevidens* during
many of the meetings, and during private conversations, of concern
about the collaborative naturs'of the Ilational\Program, the
majority of this scientifto.group felt challenged and commited
to the concept of a collaborative effort. If the success of
many collaborative efforts of Scientists in other fields such
as physics, astronomy, and atonic energy are indicative of the
high level of sophistication and naturity of those groups,
then it night be reasonably argied that the social scientists
involved in the National Program it Nagy ChildboWiducation
are on the areshold of achiwvimg a *Jailer level of sophistica-
tion and aerlrity. As the National Center and each of the
Emma and Development Centers become operational, it will be
of treat interest, and perhaps of greet value, to carefully
MO4itOr the outcome of the total collaborative effort.
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NATIONAL LABOATORY FOR REMPARCH /AND DEVELOPMENT

IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

FOREWORD

This document prowses thee establishment of a National Laboratory

in Early Childhood Ed' catton under Title w of Public Law 89-10. Initially

this'laboratory will be cceprised of a nunber of Centers with a history of ex-

cellence in the areas of Child Development and Early Childhood Education.

These centers are distributed throughout the entire United States and repre-

sent a broad variety of viewpoints and approaches to earl;; childhood edu-

cation. The major objective of the National Laboratory is the strengthening

of early childhood education programs by augnent4,48 basic knowledge of early

childhood behavior by the development and implementation of intervention

procedures consistent with basic processes, and by the dissemination of these

findings in terms of training teachers and researchers. An assumption funda-

mental to the development of the proposed National Laboratory is that these

cbjectives are best achieved through the mutual co-operation and integration

of individual Centers.



SPECIFIC MTh AND SBJECTINES

:Early childhood Education has a history of uneven growth and develop-

ment. Prior to the 1930s, pre-school education was limited to a relative

minority of children in the United Staten. in the 1930s, largely because

of the depression, there developed a strong interest in pre-school education

derived from the practical necessity of providing day-care service for working

mothers. These centers were funded almost entirely by federal and state

funds. For the most part, these day-care centers functioned largely as baby-

sitting servic:es. There were, of course, many exceptions to this pattern,

the most notable being at the University of Minnesota and the State University

of Iowa. During this period of time, these institutions, among others, de-

veloped important research programs which generated a large amount of im-

portant data and which were instrumental in the development of many pre-school

practices still being used today. It was during this period of time that a

major controversy developed with reject to the relative contribution of

heredity as opposed to environment in the determination of children's be-

havior. This controversy could never really be settled, but it did raise

sane questions about the long range effectiveness of nursery school edu-

cation. Subsequent research studies revealed that after' at least two years,

differences among nursery school and non-nursery school children tended to

disappear. Findfrgs of this kind, coupled with the then generally accepted

view, that the course of human development was largely determined by genetic

variables, led to a decline of interest in the general early childhood edu-

cation field.

Durine, the years following the second world war, interest focw3ed prima-

rily on elementary and secondary education prciblem
Is, and there also began to
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emerge a strong interest in experimental iiMosehts to the study of children.

There vasv in fact, a decided shift away fres tradttional research strategies

and traditional formulations; and a more sophisticated empirical approach to

the study of children became apparent. Shortly after this period, and perhaps

as a result of new conceptualizations about Inman development, there emerged

a great concern for those cements of our society that were rapidly falling

behind economically. When society demanded that this situation be changed,

it became clear that our supply of per8onnel trained in early childhood edu-

cation could not approach the demand. It was also clear that our understanding

of the basic processes and behaviors of young children were inadequate and

that, therefore, many aspects of Early Childhood Education Programs were not

well understood.

This very brief historical survey of early childhood education in the

United states is intended to serve as a basis for the development of a broad

conceptual frame work around which the National Laboratory for Research and

Development in Early Childhood Education can b! described. A closer in-

spection of the early theories and methods employed in the study of young

children indicates that, large measure, they were derived tram an ac-

ceptance of the basic principles of evolution as originally defined by

Darwin (1659). These principles imply that the course of human development

and the emergence of specific behaviors are genetically pre-determined; that

is, behaviors unfold in a pre-determined manner relatively independent of

environmental stimulation. Concepts such as maturation and reacUnese assumed

a central position in these models and the main task of the scientist Iseetme

the description of the chronological ages, or the mental ages, at which be-

haviors for the "normal" child emerged. Differences in behavioral cepa-
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bilities between two or more age groups were either explicitly or implicitly

interpreted as the result of differences in chronological age. "Variations

from the mean were usually interpreted as the result of superior endowment

*he now% nP asst./Manta& AdavtOn.nmenty or an inPswoinr antiovmard: in itha namtb

of retarded development. Chronologies), age. norms, for example, were de-

veloped for a variety of behaviors on the assumption that either environment

was irrelevant to the development of the behaviors or that the environments

of all children were exactly equivalent. In effect the genetic model per-

mitted the educator to view classroom failures as the result of inAridr

genetic endowment,-- thui generating what maybe described as a passive view

of the educational prOcess. It should also be noted that this theoretical

conceptualization was partially responsible for the search for a best method

of changing children's behavior as exemplified in the traditional 'methods"

kind of experimentation.

Recent theoretical and empirical relationships indicate that environ-

mental variables and biological predispositions interact to produce htunan

beings with more or less unique patterns of capabilities and behavioral

repertoires. There are now data available, derived mostly from experimen-

tation with laboratory animals, indicating that specifically delineated en-

vironmental stimuli, in fact, not only modify overt behavioral capabilities,

but also modify structure, as measured in terms of changes in brain weight.

This formulaticn views such traditional variables as socio-economic level,

race, sex, and chronological age as a set of convenient descriptive terms

containing little or no explanatory value. The mere passage of time without

environmental stimulation would, from this viewpoint, produce a truly atypical

organism (an inference supported by experimentation with animals). Socio-
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economic level is seen as describing an income level or a general environ-

mental circumstance but where it is crucial that the'varldbles (stimulus

components impinging on the organism) are specified. The strategy of the

A
in this theoretical fraMework is, therefore, the systematic

examination of the variables influencing the course of development, with

particular attaition given to unique or individual patterns of behavior.

Educationally, this theoretical framework suggests that it is a

fruitless task to search for an ultimate method of teaching children, re-

gardless of the specific content area. In effect, this model provides a

basis. for the concept of individualized instruction and generates an active

concept of education where a child's inadequate performance is viewed

as a failure of society, in the broadest context, and of the educational

program in the more specific context. The ultimate objective focuses on

the development cf numerous alternative techniques that capitalize on the

specific individual pattern of capabilities. It is certain that techno-

logical advances in educational.prograMs will contriimite to the development

of new methoda of teaching, but such advances maybe pro- mature because of

our basic lack of unerstamding of fundomental processes.

The interaction '=-.elopoint also provides a theoretical basis for the

current activities pertaining to the preschool education of culturAlly-

deprivd. children. For example, the old question of heredity versus en-

vironment is no longer appropriate because the relative contribution of

each cannot be determined. This question now becomes one of how best to

develop intervention procedures that are consistent with genetic structures.

In view of the fact that, for the most part, intervention procedures are

not introduced prior to age two, the question is really one of bow best to

-5-
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define intervention procedures for children presenting specific: behavioral

patterns resulting from the interaction of heredity and environment. The

assumption that all children are drawn from essentially the same gene pool

but differ only in terms of environmental stimulation is not consistent

with the intymaction view. This assumption is implied, however, whenever

an investigator provides culturally-disadvantaged children with experiences

mown to the Mi4dle-class child and presents these experiences in the same

way as he would to"

determine the behavior

middle-class child. The alternative strategy is to

capabilities of culturally-disadvantaged children

and then develop intervenb on procedures which are consistent with these

capabilities.

The major objectives of th\e>\7oposed National Laboratory in Early

Education may now be stated in the c ntext of an "active" view of the

educational promise.

1. The National Laboratory in Early Ch Education is committed to

an intensive examination of pre-school children in a broad variety of areas

including their cognitive, social, and emotional \development. The milieu,

including neighborhood and family; within which development occurs is re-
f

gazbded as an integral part of development and their in.flence will, also be

intensively examined. This intensive research program will\not only focus

on the behavioral capabI3,!ities of the children, but will also asempt the

further understanding of underlying processes by the systematic manlpulation

of antecedent variables. Empirical relationships that emerge which h skre

broad theoretical and/or applied significance will be replicated using \

samples of children with unique eattrputes. \\

2. The Natick Laboratory in Early Childhood Education will focus on

-6-



the development of new teaching methods, curricula, and materials which

gill foster the development of individual children. These pre-achool

programs will` be developed in conformity with the output of the 'basic

research program ad, ,it contributes to the understanding of gundamental

processes. These programs will be systematically evaluated by each center

to determine the degree to which changes in the children's behavior are

consistent with intended objectives. As new knowledge is acquired, it is

anticipated that techniques and methods for changing behavior will be

modified, Since the Laboratory includes enters with diverse"theoretital

views and objectives, it ins a reasonable expectation that, several different

programs of early childhood education will emmegel These diverse programs

will provide the knowledge necessary for influenc I emidren es behavior

in accordance with specific objectives. Thus the Labor provide

a compendium of objectives and implementation procedures w. .chl will be

useful to those wishing to develop new early childhood educati

Stated somewhat differently, the intent of nurturing diverse pr

programs

:II 10:

within the National Laboratory is not for comparison purposes, but 1Ether,

to determine bow to best implement a specified set of objectives..

3. The National Laboratory in pre-school education will provide the

resources for increasing the number of wal trained teachers and research

workers that are now in such The purpose of the training

programs,' as in the case of progrl development, is to support diverse

approaches to training programa w th respect to specific objectives,

planned experiences, professio identifications, and competencies.

Attention will focus primarily on the talents and capabilities generated

by specific training programs wf.At the explicit recognition that each



program will have its own unique strengths as well as weaknesses. It is

conceivable, for example, that one Center will produce professional workers

who are especially competent in dealing with parents but who are less strong

4.11A UVII=AWILIA5 CWOUQOAUCI6614 WACUUVU.yramualusi. owygovamas The reverse

pattern will exist at another Center. The National. Laboratory will provide

descriptions of training programs, including objectives and procedures,

which will provide a basis for establishing new programs. All Centers will

produce stronger professional workers because of the substantial resources

provided by the National Laboratory.

4. The National. Laboratory for Early Education 141l provide a basis for

the development of a meaningful theory of child development. At the present

time there are several. fragmented, narrowly conceived theoretical systems

that might best be labeled miniature theories. Perhaps the one exception

this statement is the general model developed by Jean Pf.aget. But here

too there exist certain important theoretical gaps, such as a specification

of the transition rules from stage to stage, which need to be closed.

There are two imp in which the National Laboratory is likely to contribute

to theory development: 1. through the support and encouragement of re-

search which will better define fundamental processes and specify crucial

variables, and 2. by bringing together, within the National Laboratory,

divergent viewpoints.

5. The National Laboratory for Early Education will have as its primary

objective the understanding of all children and the development of knowledge

which will significantly improve early childor..td education programs . Thy a

objective is assured by the fact that the network of Centers represents a

diversity of philosophies and approaches in terms of research, training,

-8-
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proves devt;Igpment, and experiential backgrounds of the children within

the National .tary. These diverse groups of children will permit a,:

systematic evaluation of the outcomes of the various yesearch, training,

and program developmentactivities. Byintegrating activities it will be

possible to cpeeAry, with greater precision than has heretofore been

possible, the variables that directly influence children's behavior. In

this context, then, the National Laboratory will provide the framework for

the development of the broadest possible principles of child development,

and will, furthermore, provide &basis for determining boy specific vari-

ations in environmental circumstances influence the basic principles,

6. The National Laboratory will provide the administrative structure

for encouraging communication among the scientists, trainees of teachers,

and curriculum planners associated with each Center, In this way, the

Laboratory will enhance the dissemination of mew information and substantial -

ly reduce the lag between scientific discovery, program implementation,

and the training of new professional workers aware of current trends



COINITIONTS (W THE NATIONAL LABORATTARY FOR RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT IN EARL! CHIL%IOD EDUCATION

The Centers within the National Laboratory for Early Childhfxxt

EdUcation are committed to emphasizing at least two of the following

activities: basic research, development and evaluation, training, ana

dissemination. Decisions about which activities, to emphasize were mode

by each of the Centers in in terms of their perceived' strengths. The

purpose of emphasizing two activities is to assure that within Centers

there will be co-ordinated efforts in learning more about young children.

In this tiay, for example, a Center emphasizing basic research activities

will integrate this activity with either their training activities or

'development and evaluation activities.

This commitment to an integration of activities on the part of the

individual Centers defining the National Laboratory is, in part, an

attempt to overcome the extensive difficulties involved in studying "the

whole child", Proponents of the "whole child" approach are critical of

laboratory investigations because of the fragmented and often miniscule

nature of the variables investigated and the artificial. nature of the

laboratory situation. In addition these critics argue that laboratory

research bas little or no bearing, at least immediately, on situations

that directly influence the lives of children on a day to day basis.

This indictment of narrowness has mi it if it implies that basic research

scientists are unwilling to see how their work relates to more applied

kinds of situations. If the indictment means that the research strategies

and the concern for-eareful control of experimental variables is unpro-
-,
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ductive and meaningless, then the argument has considerably less merit.

The basic research scientists' criticism, that global research studies

are meaningless because of the lack of adequate controls, is also a poorly

conceived argument. Indeed, the scientist who tests his hypothesis in e.

naturalistic setting otter does not know what the salient variables are,

because the basic research scientists would not, or could not incorporate

these variable's in their experiments. The fact remains, nevertheless, that

these variables exist. There can be little argument that laboratory 'ex-

perimentation does provide more careful control over variables than more

broadly based research in a naturalistic setting. But this does not mean

that each research strategy must proceed independently; mutual feedback

should provide the means for approaching, meaningfully, the study of the

"whole child". It is the position of the National Laboratory that sig-

nificant advances in understanding young children will derive largely from

break-throughs that occur in laboratory experimentation. The National

Laboratory is also committed to the premise;, that the value of new knowledge

isNe4lhanced when it is tr lated into development programs,, which can then

be thoraitghly tested in the eld, refined, and evalatuaLly incorporated.

into early child education programs. This commitment requires mutual

feedback resulting in fu rther laboratory testing, program modification,

and field testing, until all the properties of the behavior are understood.

Finall4 the National Laboratory is committed to the notion that break-

throughs in basic research and program development are of little value,

-eases they are disseminated to the students being trained in the genera,

area of early childhood education, and who will be able to implement these

advances upon completion of their training prograi.s.



This proposal for a National Labovatory in Early Childhood Education

represents, in effect, a request for fmndinganet4ork of Research and

Development Centers. These proposed Centers are not, however, independent

research and development centers: but rather inclusion in this proposal

signifies a commitment to the concept of cooperative relationships with

each of the other Centers. Operationally, the concept of inter-center

co-operation and integration of activities requires careful definition.

The next three sections will examine specific objectives and activities

within each of the three broad categories of activities defined for the

National Laboratory (basic research, program development, and training).

A. Research Activities

Centers, to one degree or another, will examine similar

areas of young children's behavior. For example, there is considerable

interest in the general problem of attention where visual input of

stinuli is the dependent variable. In earn instance the investigators

at these Centers are concerned with stimulus processing but each is

focusing on different categories of stimulus input and each approaches

the problem in somewhat different ways and from different theoretical

backgrounds. Instead of proceeding in relative isolation, as might

he the case if the research and development centers were not under

the National Laboratory, it will now be possibLa for these investi-

sators to meet periodically for the purpose of exchanging ideas,

data, and those experiences that are typically only found in the

scientist's notebook but rarely in a published paper or a presentation

at a, professional meeting. Very often, these experiences provide

more fruitful data and hypothesis than the eventual sophisticated

42
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published presentations of experimental outcomes The interchange

of ideas, methods, and experience are possible when there exist

strong mutual interests and respect as well as encouragement for such

interchanges to occur. Social scisntists have, for too long, worked

in isolation and paid only occasional attention to the work of others;

and then in a predominantly critical way. The core of the issue is

that Social Scientists and the Educators must start looking for what

another person's work contributes to knowledge rather than critical

attacks that tend to stultify communication. Constructive criticism

is, of course, an essential ingredient of productive interactions.

Iateractions among scientists, as presently conceived, require matur-

ity dedication to discovery, and the recognition that no single

center, or :.ciantist, can possibly provide all the answers to complex

problems.

Another area in which the research scientists associated with

individual Centers can cooperate is that, of replication of experi-

ments. A serious lack of replication exists in the social sciences

which has undoubtedly contributed to the confusing network of findings

reported in many areas.

The commitment to the interchange of data and experimental pro-

cedures Will broaden the subject populations available to each Center,

permitting wider generalizability of outcomes. Variations in subject

attributes are especially importaat in the development, of broad

principles of development. Although it is aot known with what fre-

quency individual experiments produce significant findings that are

specific to the particular sample, it is a reasonable assumption,
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that it occurs sufficiently often to be a problem. More specificalln

it can happen that a specific independent variable of interest to

the investigator correlates with another variable which, in the parti-

cular sample, is widely distributed. The outcome of the experiment

maybe attributable to the second variable. Upon replication with an

entirely different sample, it would be discovered that the manipulated

variable (the independent variable) is of little value with respect

to influencing the dependent variskae. Clearly, if an experiment

replicates over two or three extremely different samples, one can

conclude that the independent variable is powerful and accounts for

most of the variance in the particular behavior examined.

The following groupings of Centers are highly tentative and

cannot be finalized until the final proposals are examined. Three

Centers, Syracuse University, the University of Chicago, and the

University of Arizona are planniag intensive thrusts in the area of

cognitive development. The Centers at Cornell University, Wayne State

University, George Peabody, and San Francisco State are interested in

the areas of parent intervention and the effectiveness of such inter-

vention procedures in changing the behavior of a child, especially

his cognitive behaviors.

The possibilities for replicating studies among the Centers

will naturally require careful co-ordination so that the already over-

taxed *wallies of sane Centers are not overwhelmed with outside

demands. The Central Co-ordinating Facility will be responsible for

programming replications among the Centers far enough in advance so

that each respective center can plan for the forthcoming experimentation.



B. Program Development Activities

1V111111111161111111111101, 111.1110111..

The fundamental objectives of co-ordinating and integrating

Program activities emong the Centers is to provide a sort of cata-

logue of objectives and implementation procedures that would be

available to anyone interested in beginning a preschool education pro-

gram. Here again, the objective of co-ordinating this kind of in-

formation is not for the purpose of differentially evaluating a

Center's program because such evaluations are not the purpose of the

National. laboratory.

An implicit assump,tion in this component of the National. Labora-

tory is that no single preschool prograir can, by itself, accomplish

equally well all objectives that might be defined for some idealized

preschool program. At least two of the Centers are developing

programs that focus primarily on the development of an adequate and

healthy self concept. Academic materials are introduced only as they

are perceived as being consistent with the child's self concept and

where the child perceives such activities as consistent with himself.

Mese specific objectives are accompanied by a description of the

procedures for attaining these objectives. Other institutions are

concentrating their programs more in the direction of academic and/or

cognitive development and, though not disavowing the social-emotional

development of the child, are paying somewhat less attention to those

components of development.

The dichotomy in the stated objectives of the two groups of Centers

reflects a general controvex.sy in early childhood education. Those

advocating the importance of academically oriented programs often
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criticize the implementation of the other view as mere baby-sitting.

The academically oriented people believe that important gains are

possible during the preschool years; in fact, many feel that the

most significant impacts on cognitive abilities can be made only

during the preschool years. They argue that an appropriately designed,

program does not create emotional problems andjurthermore, reinforces

the child's curiosity motivation. Those stressing social-emotional

development believe that young children require support in developing

into whole human beings without fears or self-doubt. Academic

programs, with their implicit pressures, retard self-growth and

inhibit learning 'potential.

It is proposed that those institutions whose objectives are

essentially similar, but whose procedures for implementing their

objectives differ, should initiate meeting to define areas of mutual

interest; that is, comparisons of programs, ideas for program imple-

mentation, or, evaluations of outccmes. Sometime after that, it

would be productive if Centers with opposing objectives were then to

sit down and explore areas of similarity as well as defining clearly

differences in implementation procedures. This sort of activity may

lead to the conclusion that, despite sharp differences in philosophy

and stated objectives, these Centers are, nevertheless, actually

sharing a large number of specific activities. This possibility is

not unlike that which happened when successful therapists of very

different theoretical persuasions, were found to overlap in their

approaches and behaviors during the actual therapy session.

Despite the theoretical and procedural differences among the
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Centers, all Centers share one problem: what modifications are

necessary in order that the preschool experience will provide the

child with maximum transfer to the primary school situation.

C. Training Activities

In a very real sense, the long range impact of the National

Laboratory will be apparent from the increased numbers of well trained

nursery school teachers, child-care workers, and research personnel.

Although all of the proposed Centers already provide excellent training

programs, the National Laboratory will provide the structure for im-

provement. For example, it will be possible to provide students with

the most current data dealing with cognitive and social-emotional

development as well as the results of field studies involving various

teaching methods and programs. It may also be possible to arrange

exLhange programs among the Centers where students can gain experiences

riot available at their own Center. One feasible arrangement could be

the establishment of an internship program in which a student has

direct invol" Aent in the activities of another Center.

As might be anticipated from previous discussions, the proposed

Centers vary in terms of their stated objectives and the means of

implementing their training programs. Some Centers, for example,

emphasize research training, others stress the training of preschool

teachers, while still others focus on the development of skilled

professional workers who %:an work effectively with parents and

neighborhood leaders. Each of these' programs will develop indi-

viduals whose specific strengths and weaknesses can be ascertained

from the stated Objectives. Here again, the purpose of the National
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Laboratory is not to evaluate training programs, tint to delineate

the objectives and implementation procedures.

Collaboration of Centers in terms of training provides a unique

opportunity to explore several problems related to teacher effective-

ness. It is unlikely that Cetaters will agree on all attributes com-

prising teacher effectiveness because of differences in objectives.

Despite these differences, there might emerge, from systematic dis-

cussion, a set of CCUM1012 attributes necessary for all the prograMs.

Once these attributes are defined, it should be possible to develop

measures of them and then determine it they, in fact, influence

fe..adren's behavior in predicted direcqons. Comparisons between

preschool teachers and primary -grade teachers would show, as advo-

cated by some, whether or not the two groups are essentially stmilar

or different. Another possible question concerns the degree to which

successful teachers of culturally-deprived children are similar to

teachers of middle-class children.

Each of the Centers emphasizing training will meet on a regular

basis to explore areas in which collaboration of activities might

occur: More specifically, a Center may wish to develop a student

exchange program with another Center which can provide unique ex-

periences for their students. Centers may also wish to collaborate

in developing assessment procedures for determining the effectiveness

of specific student experiences assumed to be crucial to the training

program

In summary, the Centers affiliated with the National Laboratory are

committed to emphasizing two of the following three activities: research,
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development and evaluation, and training. Beyond the commitment to ac-

tivities, the Centers are also committed to the concept of intro- and

(Inter- Center cemunication and collaboration. Finally, the National\
Laboratory is emitted to the dissemination of information not only

among Centers but dp a nationwide scale.

There is one issue that requires further eminent. The National

Laboratory is conceived as a network of Centers whose combined efforts

will add to our knowledge of all children. Aside from the importance of

uncovering basic principles m. se, the Laboratory is sensitive to the

necessity of improving early childhood education programs for children

from all socioeconomic levels of our society. The need for uew knowledge

and new programs for culturally-deprived children is obvious and is

reflected in the programs of many of th proposed Centers. What may be

less obvious, however, is a similar need 167 improved programs for

children whose environments already provide 'quality stimulation. Recently,

for ex:maple, there has occurred in the Congress. series of meetings to
ea

determine the feasibility of establishing required\ preschool attendance

for all children. Quite aside from the cost of such\a program, there is

a question of what the educational program would accomplish above and

beyond what interests i and capable parents would accanplik on their own.

There is every reason to believe that mandatory preschool, ectcation eould

benefit middle-class children, but the means and the anticipated outcomes

are presently obscure.
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Organization of the Laboratory

The major objectives of the proposed organisational structure of the

National Laboratory ineludes

1. The es:tabliehment of a structure which will nurture Center programs

and the integration of activities between Centers.

2. The establishment of a otracture wIlich will significant3y decease

the 17.1G 1.7?tws,21 conarriad basic; knowledge ant into

practice.

3. The establishment of a structure which Will provide the means of

disseminating, on a nationel level, the Implications of the work

of the individual Centers

4, The establishment of an openoenfled structural organization pro.

viding a mechanism for including new Centers whose objectives are

consistent with the National Laboratory.

5, The establishment of a structure' watch will include an advisory

comittttm cnli.Fett of n3ore rihroserktirs btmari. -Inge of i^liir:,frt~

talat.n+.2.

It would be inappropriate at this point to present a st'iicture for the

National Laboratory that Ilts.s tom than illu.strat:;ve. One such illustration

is sham in figure 1.

,Thc. Liret:Lof the Nationfl Iaboratoa

There will be one Center established with primary responsibility for

national. dissemination, coordination of inter- Cantor activities, and which

will also serve as a data bank. The director of this Center is also identi..

Pied a the director of.' the Natioial Laboratory. In addlt-ion to the alov3
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functiqns. the National Oimctoro ant his advi....:o:y coancil will be con.

earned with idenUfying pas:Able Centers which could contribute in a uniclut?

way to the overall laboratory.

Rea..mmr144Anel rtf4nAiyisillnlgt for the pooitinn nfIlirAAtnr would ht4.

made by the Steering Committae (Center Director-) ulth the approval of an

appropriate committee designated by the funding agency,. The lArrictor

would be Eivected to neet with the member* of t? :£' Steering Committee on a

regular bais, The reetings vould focus on tbc. acXerorron%el ae well ar

the problems of the Labcratoryr with the Steerivt; Committee making regimen..

dations for specific courses of aAion. ft these .2estt.ngs1 recommendatinne

could be formulated conceTnAng proposals for funding new Centers.

The National :Ionter will be independently.ft:Iled vitt! e ;e14 of these

funds und to develop intor2eater collaboration:

BP :400ring.immi0-414:

121,:e 3teering .3olast.ttee Ls t.omp.ci-et: ..-he Cc/Ate,' .1.:70.,ucLa;.;

the 11.1anir:na Directory 71.3:-,111Ltt..:e leaFf+. rdins Fl year

for the .:arpose of rforiew: )1:.cy 2-.e. Flaking 2'r?otcrecr2da:::.on:

eutuo dlrections.

41 6/. lllliY iltkij O. *Ott:4. CO1;A: OW ).1.)1.1* Li4 0116 pl..:urboxy

ruviewiii, 1,-oroatos ..,!_wiso. A i 11 the corat....

al" the ?.7.atlene1 La',)oratcry, The sOccrmittee rdfla convene whenevs:,

essary asr2 make every effort to expedite decisions conc:ornirg proposals.

'En acilition to proposslst the zubconrrf..t.tac 71.11 alsc ate.npt. to

;11'1.7,:1 I Iterent 'in La'ic I 'ts; iriza 7.1 Ile 1 tutio

...t1 r:33 programs that would ,contribute to tha °venal st?ength of the Labora-

tcey. It would be expected that the su.bcommitte3ie effcrt:.. in locating
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